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Abstract
Vehicle Re-Identification (Re-ID), which aims at matching vehicle identities across different cameras, is a critical
technique for traffic analysis in a smart city. It suffers from
varying image quality and challenging visual appearance
characteristics. A solution for enhancing the feature robustness is by training Convolutional Neural Networks on
multiple datasets simultaneously. However, the larger set of
training data does not guarantee performance improvement
due to misaligned feature distribution between domains. To
mitigate the domain gap, we propose a Joint Domain ReIdentification Network (JDRN) to improve the feature by
disentangling domain-invariant information and encourage
a shared feature space between domains. With our JDRN,
we perform favorably against state-of-the-arts methods on
the public VeRi-776 dataset and obtain promising results on
the 2019 AI City Challenge.
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Figure 1: Joint domain learning. Owing to the domain
mismatch between datasets, vanilla joint learning of Re-ID
features on multiple datasets often results in misaligned feature spaces, which in turns degrade the Re-ID performance.
With our proposed JDRN, we teach the network to project
images to an aligned domain-invariant feature space to enhance the Re-ID ability.

1. Introduction
Vehicle re-identification (Re-ID) is the problem of tracking and identifying moving vehicles across videos captured
at multiple locations. It is a crucial technology for analyzing
and predicting traffic flow in an envisioned smart city.
Vehicle Re-ID is fundamentally challenging due to a
number of reasons. First, vehicle Re-ID data may come
in varying image quality due to low camera resolution, motion blur, hostile weather condition, etc. This prevents us
from using license plates for identifying vehicles such as
the winner system demonstrated in last year’s AI City Challenge [21]. Also, privacy can be a concern regarding license plates. Second, the nature of vehicle appearance is
difficult to model. Images of the same vehicle can be visually different due to large view point variation, while two
different vehicles of the same car model and color may dif∗ denotes

equal contribution

fers only in stickers or scratch marks. Such characteristics
makes it hard for classical hand-crafted features [10, 8, 28]
to solve vehicle Re-ID. Recent approaches adopt Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to learn the features and distance metrics in an end-to-end manner [25, 19, 34, 23, 15].
However, we discover that typical CNN features trained on
a single dataset is not sufficiently robust due to the limitation of existing datasets. For instance, VeRi-776 [14] and
CityFlow-ReID [20] datasets provide abundant vehicle images of diverse view points but fall short in the number
of labeled identities. On the other hand, VehicleID [12]
dataset contains enormous amount of identities but its images are only taken from front and rear of vehicles. One
solution to alleviate this issue is to augment the training set
with the combination of other datasets. However, shown by
Xiao et al. [26], mixing multiple datasets for training may
degrade the overall Re-ID performance due to domain mis1 45

match between datasets. Such training protocol does not
guarantee image features are optimized in an aligned space,
where the augmented dataset could benefit the performance,
as demonstrated in Figure 1.
To mitigate the impact of domain mismatch, we take
inspiration from the literature of domain transfer. Li et
al. [9] proposed to learn aligned features between different
domains to facilitate Re-ID in an unlabeled environment.
However, similar techniques have not been explored for supervised setting, which aims to learn more robust features
among multiple labeled datasets.
In this paper, we exploit the benefit of learning ReID features on multiple datasets simultaneously. The key
to alleviate the domain mismatch is to learn a domaininvariant feature for Re-ID since the knowledge of how
to discriminate different vehicles should be irrelevant to
domains. To this end, we propose a Joint Domain Reidentification Network (JDRN) for solving the vehicle ReID problem. We guide the CNN to learn a domain-invariant
feature by enforcing the CNN to reconstruct from a domainshared feature and a domain-specific feature. By separating the information shared by different domains and
the one specific to each domain, the CNN is able to disentangle the common knowledge shared across domains
to enhance the Re-ID performance. As shown in Fig 1,
we can learn a more robust representation on a more diverse set of data. Extensive experiments on VeRi-776 [14]
and CityFlow-ReID [20] datasets prove that reinforcing
the model with domain-invariant information on multiple
datasets can greatly boost the Re-ID performance. Moreover, our proposed JDRN outperforms state-of-the-arts on
VeRi-776 and achieves promising results in the 2019 Nvidia
AI City Challenge1 . The contributions of our work can be
summarized as follows:
• We learn a robust representation for vehicle Re-ID by
jointly learning on multiple datasets to mitigate the
limitation of a single dataset.
• We propose a Joint Domain Re-identification Network
(JDRN) to further address the domain mismatch problem when learning Re-ID features on multiple domains
simultaneously.
• Our JDRN demonstrates promising performance on
two vehicle Re-ID datasets and validates the value of
joint domain learning.

2. Related Work
Vehicle Re-Identification. Vehicle Re-ID has attracted
more and more attention over the years due to the rise of
deep learning. Liu et al. [14] pioneered in learning visual features for vehicles with CNNs on large-scale dataset,
VeRi-776. Typical approaches trained the network using the
1 https://www.aicitychallenge.org/

classification loss (i.e. cross-entropy loss) [14, 15, 23, 24]
or the contrastive loss (i.e. triplet loss, siamese loss) [19,
34, 12]. Several works [27, 24, 15, 19] focused on enhancing the feature by teaching the network to model specific
vehicle attributes, such as car color and model information.
Some others designed multi-branch structure [15] or attention mechanisms [24] to extract discriminative feature from
local regions of vehicles. Still others addressed the viewpoints variation of vehicle images by augmenting data with
generative model [34] or learning viewpoint-invariant features with the guidance of keypoint information [23]. While
the work mentioned above built novel network architectures
and loss functions to learn better features for vehicles, the
robustness of their feature were still limited by training on
single dataset. As suggested by Xiao et al. [26], we explore
the extra robustness provided by jointly training on multiple
datasets in this work.
Domain Invariant Feature Learning. Although learning
on multiple datasets could potentially benefit feature learning, it is sometimes harder to learn a better universal feature due to domain gap between datasets. Such problem has
been exhaustively studied in the literature of domain transfer. Shown by several works [9, 17, 22], learning a domaininvariant feature could generalize the feature for unlabeled
domains. DICA [17] proposed a kernel-based optimization to learn an invariant transformation by minimizing the
dissimilarity across domains. Tzeng et al. [22] introduced
a domain confusion loss to enforce network to minimize
the Maximum Mean Discrepancy between domains. Li et
al. [9] designed the domain separation network and Lin et
al. [11] constructed the MMFA network to leverage information from different domains for person Re-ID. All works
mentioned above focused on learning domain-invariant features for transferring knowledge from labeled domain to unlabeled domain. In contrast, we demonstrate with the proposed JDRN that such concept is also critical for joint learning a stronger feature on multiple labeled datasets. Particularly, while Li et al. [9] aim to transfer knowledge from labeled domains to unlabled domains, our work differs from
theirs by trying to harvest a general feature for multiple labeled domains and reinforcing the alignment between feature spaces of different domains by introducing an additional loss.

3. Proposed Methods
N

m
Given the image-label pairs {Iim , yim }i=1
in our main
a a Na
target dataset and another set of pairs {Ii , yi }i=1 in an auxiliary dataset, where Nm and Na denote the total number of
images of the two dataset respectively, the goal of our model
is to learn the discriminative ability to perform vehicle ReID on the main dataset with the aid of the labeled auxiliary
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Figure 2: Overview of our Joint Domain Re-identification Network. The shared encoder ES first extract feature maps F m
and F a from main and auxiliary datasets, which are fed into the content encoder Ec , private encoder Epm and Epa to learn
domain-invariant and domain-specific features respectively, while a 1024-dim fully-connected layers (FC-1024) is applied
after each encoders to generate the feature vectors fca , fcm , fpm and fpa . We employed a shared decoder Ds to reconstruct
F m and F a from the concatenation of feature maps after Ec and Epm /Epa . Finally, two Re-ID Heads including a batch
normalization layer (BN) and a classifier C are configured after fca and fcm to perform Re-ID learning from both domains.
dataset.
In Sec. 3.1, we present the pipeline of learning Re-ID
features with metric learning and discriminative learning.
In Sec. 3.2, we describe our Joint Domain Re-identification
Network (JDRN) to deal with the problem of domain mismatch between datasets. This architecture facilitates features with domain-invariant characteristics by explicitly
modeling domain-specific information. The final inference
stage for vehicle Re-ID is demonstrated in Sec. 3.3.

Note that Ia indicates an anchor sample, with its associated
positive and negative images Ip and In , respectively. The
function d(x, y) calculates the Euclidean distance between
x and y, where E(I) is the feature vector f of image I. We
use a soft-plus function F (x) = log(1 + ex ) as a penalty
function instead of a typical hinge function. The wp and wn
are adaptive weights calculated according to the normalized
feature distances, which are as follows:
e−d(fa ,fn )
ed(fa ,fp )
wp = P d(f ,f ) , wn = P −d(f ,f )
a p
e a p
e

3.1. Re-Identification Feature Learning
In the vehicle Re-ID task, we aim to learn a Encoder E
with a CNN model to extract robust vehicle features. For the
CNN model, we adopt the DenseNet-161 [6] as the backbone network. We apply an additional fully connected layer
after the global average pooling layer to obtain a 1024-dim
feature vector f ∈ R1024 . Inspired by the recent advancement in person Re-ID [31], we employ both metric learning [18] and discriminative learning [30] to facilitate the
model with Re-ID ability on top of f , as illustrated as ReID head in Fig. 2. For metric learning, it is used to ensure
the separation of feature distance between positive and negative pairs. Instead of using the batch-hard triplet loss [5]
to train the network, we choose to optimize the soft-margin
weighted triplet loss recently proposed by Ristani et al. [18].
The formulation is as follows:
X
Ltrip =
F (wp d(E(Ia ), E(Ip )) − wn d(E(Ia ), E(In ))).
a,p,n

(1)

a,p

(2)

a,n

Instead of using binary weights to consider the most difficult positive and negative pairs in the batch-hard triplet
loss [5], the adaptive weights re-weights the importance of
different feature pairs depending on its difficulty. To be
specific, positive pairs with larger feature distance should be
considered as harder examples, which could be more beneficial for training the network. On the other hand, positive pairs with smaller feature distance should have smaller
weighting since it is a much easier sample for the network. And vice versa for negative pairs. Applying the adaptive weights can alleviate the impact of noisy outliers [18],
which sometimes serve as the hard samples in batch-hard
triplet loss training. With the weighted triplet loss, the
model can effectively learn to gather positive pairs and separate negative pairs in the embedding space.
As for discriminative learning, we optimize the cross47

entropy loss, which is formulated as follows:
Lclass = −

n
X

Main Dataset

yi · log yˆi

(3)

FC-1024 BN

Query

i=1

Note that yi is the one-hot encoded label vector and n denotes the batch size. We obtain yˆi by applying a Batch Normalization (BN) layer [7] on f followed by a classifier C
which is a fully-connected layer to perform identity classification [29, 30]. Notice that we empirically separate triplet
loss and cross-entropy loss with a BN layer, which coincide
with the observation in some work on person Re-ID [16]. It
is believed that embedding space without normalization is
more suitable for distance metric learning while normalized
feature space forces the model to classify samples on a more
constraint angular space with cross-entropy loss [5, 13, 2].
We apply the triplet loss and cross-entropy loss on both
main and auxiliary datasets.

3.2. Joint Domain Feature Learning
While mixing the target dataset and auxiliary dataset
for training provide a more diverse set of training samples, jointly optimizing the backbone network on multiple
datasets may lead to inferior Re-ID performance. It is possible that the domain bias between datasets hinders the model
to learn an universal representation for vehicle Re-ID regardless of domain. To mitigate the domain gap between
target and auxiliary dataset, we design the Joint Domain ReIdentification Network (JDRN) to learn domain-invariant
Re-ID features in an aligned embedding space between the
two domains. The idea is to encourage domain-invariant
feature learning by modeling domain-specific and domainshared attributes separately. As illustrated in Fig. 2, we
first divide the backbone network E into two components
Es and Ec , and add two private encoders Epm /Epa with the
same architecture of Ec but without sharing the parameters.
We also add a fully-connected layers after Epm /Epa to generate the 1024-dim feature vectors. The two private modules
Epm /Epa of the main and auxiliary datasets and the shared
content encoder Ec are used to decompose the mid-level
feature maps F m /F a , which are the outputs of the sharing
encoder Es , into domain-specific feature vectors fpm /fpa and
the desired domain-invariant features fcm /fca .
To ensure that the content and private encoders extract
different attributes of the input feature maps, difference loss
Ldif f is applied to encourage the orthogonality between fc
and fp :
2

𝐸#

𝐸"

2

⊤ m
Ldif f = k Hm
Hp kF + k Hac ⊤ Hap kF
c

(4)

a
n×1024
Hm
, whose
c and Hc are matrices with dimension R
a
m
rows are the content features fc and fc respectively. Hm
p
2
and Hap are obtained in a similar manner. Note that k · kF
denotes the square Frobenius norm.
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Figure 3: Re-ID inference stage. In testing phase, each image in query and gallery set is passed forward to the Es,
Ec, the FC-1024 layer and the BN layer in Re-ID Head to
obtain the final 1024-dim feature for Re-ID.
While applying Ldif f aims at disentangling the feature,
there are no constraints on the private encoder to extract information related to the original mid-level feature maps F .
The reconstruction loss is a desirable solution. We employ
a share decoder Ds to reconstruct the feature maps F m and
F a for both domains. The input of Ds is the concatenation
of the feature maps after Ec and Ep , which are the features
before the global average pooling and fully-connected layer.
The reconstruction loss Lrec is formulated as:
Lrec =

nm
X
i=1

2

k Fim − F̂im k2 +

na
X

2

k Fia − F̂ia k2 ,

(5)

i=1

where F̂ m /F̂ a are the outputs of Ds and nm /na are the
batch size of images from main and auxiliary datasets.
Besides sharing the content encode Ec for main and auxiliary domain to encourage the learning of aligned feature
distribution, we also adopt the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) measure [4] inspired by [1] to minimize the
feature distribution difference between two domains. We
can formulate the loss Lmmd as follows:
Lmmd =k

nm
na
1 X
1 X
m
a
φ(fc,i
)−
φ(fc,j
) k2H ,
nm i=1
na j=1

(6)

where φ is the mapping operation which projects the distribution into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space H [3].
In sum, for training our Joint Domain Re-identification
Network (JDRN), the total objective can be written as follows:
Ltotal = Ltrip +Lclass +α·Ldif f +β·Lrec +γ·Lmmd , (7)
where α, β and γ are the hyper-parameters for adjusting the
influence of different loss functions. We optimize the model
with the Ltotal in an end-to-end manner on main and auxiliary dataset simultaneously.

3.3. Inference Stage for Vehicle Re-Identification
Once the model is trained, the combination of encoders
{ES , EC } has the ability to extract more general vehicle
48

features thanks to the aid of auxiliary dataset. For the inference of vehicle Re-ID features on main dataset, as shown
in Fig. 3, we feed the query and gallery images into our
{ES , EC } encoders and the Re-ID head to obtain the final
feature vectors for Re-ID matching. The matching is done
with comparing cosine similarities between features.

Table 1: Comparisons of different baselines with two
training set configuration. Self: Trained on individual
dataset. Joint: Jointly trained on both datasets.
Method
Baseline (E)
Baseline (E)
Baseline w/ Lmmd
Our JDRN

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol
We evaluate our approach on the CityFlow-ReID [20]
and VeRi-766 [14] dataset. CityFlow-ReID is a subset of
images sampled from the CityFlow dataset [20], which also
serves as the competition dataset for Track 2 of 2019 AI
City Challenge. It consists of 36,935 images of 333 identities in the training set and 18,290 images of another 333
identities in the testing set. It has the largest scale of spatial coverage and number of cameras among all the existing
vehicle datasets. Each vehicle is captured by 4.55 camera
on average. The dataset exhibits some challenging scenarios, such as radial distortion and inconsistent resolution of
images owing to the use of various traffic cameras. Veri766 contains 766 vehicles with each vehicle captured by
2-18 cameras. The whole dataset is split into 37,778 images of 576 identities for training and 11,579 images of 200
identities for testing. In the following sections, we use “CFReID” and “VeRi” as the abbreviation of CityFlow-ReID
and VeRi-776 dataset.
In our experiments, we adopt the standard train/test split
and report the Mean Average Precision (mAP) [28] to evaluate the Re-ID performance. Note that on CF-ReID, the
mAP results are reported with rank list of size 100 on 50%
of the testing set displayed by the AI City Challenge Evaluation System. For VeRi, the mAP results are evaluated with
full size rank list, which are of the size of gallery images.

4.2. Implementation Detail
Following Section 3, we use DenseNet-161 as the backbone for our JDRN and we split it into two parts. The last
block DenseBlock4 is used and duplicated as Ec , Epm and
Epa while the rest of the blocks are used as share encoder
Es . Decoder Ds is implemented with fully convolution networks which contains three layers. The input images are
resized to 224 × 224 and augmented with random horizontal flip to form a batch of size 32, consisting 8 randomly
sampled identities, each with 4 sampled images. We choose
SGD optimizer with the initial learning rate starting from
0.005 and decay it by 10 times every 15000 iterations to
train network for 40000 iterations. For the Ltotal in Equation 7, we empirically set the hyper-parameters α, β and γ
to 0.1.

Training
set
Self
Joint
Joint
Joint

CF-ReID
mAP
36.26
35.81
32.91
44.14

VeRi
mAP
59.94
56.98
56.97
69.08

4.3. Ablation Studies
We conduct experiments on both CF-ReID and VeRi to
analyze the effectiveness of our JDRN design. Table 1
shows the results. First, we train a baseline model by optimizing the model E introduced in Sec. 3.1 with Ltrip and
Lclass on the main dataset alone. Ltrip and Lclass . As presented in the first row, the baseline performs worse than our
final JDRN since the training data exhibits much less diversity when using only one dataset for learning. Next, we perform the vanilla joint training on two datasts with or without
the Lmmd , which is used to align the feature distributions of
two domains. It can be seen that without carefully designed
network, E cannot learn more discriminative features despite using more training data. We attribute this observation
to the lack of ability to distill domain-invariant information.
Therefore, the model is greatly influenced by the domain
bias when performing vehicle Re-ID, resulting in inferior
performance. Note that if we add Lmmd on the baseline encoder E, the performance are even worse than those without
it, revealing that forcing the model to map features into the
similar embedding space without separating the domainspecific characteristics will degrade the original capability
to perform Re-ID. Last, we improve the performance on
both datasets significantly by taking advantage of another
auxiliary dataset with our JDRN design. The superior performance is not possible without designing private encoders
Epm /Epa and Ldif f , Lrec to disentangle domain-invariant information for learning a robust Re-ID feature across different domains.

4.4. Comparison with State-of-the-arts
We compare our method with existing state-of-the-art
methods on VeRi dataset in Table 2. Our JDRN outperforms
all state-of-the-art methods thanks to the addition of auxiliary dataset, CF-ReID, and the meticulously designed joint
domain feature learning scheme. It is also worth noting that
our method even performs better than [19] and [34] that
explores spatio-temporal information in addition to the visual features. Furthermore, we boost our performance even
more by applying common re-ranking techniques [32]. The
experiments on VeRi show that learning domain-invariant
49

Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-arts Re-ID methods on VeRi-776 dataset. Note that [19] and [34] utilize the
spatial-temporal information for re-identification.
Method

Source

XVGAN [33]
FACT+Plate-SNN [14]
OIFE [23]
RNN-HA [24]
S-CNN+Path-LSTM [19]
VAMI+STR [34]
Our JDRN
Our JDRN + re-ranking

BMVC17
ECCV16
ICCV17
ACCV18
ICCV17
CVPR18
-

VeRi
mAP
24.65
25.88
51.42
56.80
58.27
61.32
69.08
73.10

Image Gallery

ranking

Query

vector. Then, we perform typical Re-ID scheme to rank the
videos features in the gallery according to the query image
feature. After obtaining the ranking list, we then decompress the images belonging to each video tracks for aggregating the final rank list. This video-based inference scheme
is designed to refine the rank list with the help of tracking
information. For example, if a query image ranks a pair
of positive gallery images of the same track differently, our
video-based inference scheme would refine the ranking of
the two images by ranking both equally with the summarized video feature. Second, we adopt the k-reciprocal reranking method in [32] to re-rank our Re-ID results. Finally,
we ensemble several results from our previous submissions
with a voting mechanism to achieve a more reliable score.
Different from Table 1, the score of our final submission to 2019 AI City Challenge Track2 is calculated with
100% testing set. With our JDRN and the tricks mentioned
above, we achieve 49.98% in mAP at the rank list size
of 100 (rank100-mAP), which is significantly better than
the baseline score 26.3% presented by CityFlow-ReID [20].
We rank 18th among all 84 participated teams.

Merge by Track
Decompress
ranking

track

Video Gallery

Figure 4: Illustration of “Merge and Decompress” algorithm. The upper part shows a typical framework of imagebased Re-ID. The lower part illustrates the process of our
video-based inference scheme, including merging image
features in the gallery set into video features according to
track information and decompressing the video-based ranking results into image rank list.

4.6. Qualitative Analysis on CF-ReID
To better understand the advantage of our proposed
JDRN, we compare the qualitative results on CF-ReID between the JDRN and the baseline model trained only on
CF-ReID in Fig. 5. We observe that JDRN is able to make
more accurate rank-1 prediction by discriminating finer appearance detail, such as the shape of front/tail lights, the
color of bumpers, stickers on the side of vehicles. We
attribute the improvement to the introduction of auxiliary
datasets, which provides more data samples to learn more
discriminative vehicle features. Note that the improvement
is only made possible by our meticulously designed JDRN
as demonstrated in previous experiments.

5. Conclusion
features on multiple datasets with our proposed JDRN can
reinforce the model with more discriminative ability for vehicle Re-ID.

4.5. Submission on the 2019 AI City Challenge
We also submit our proposed method to the 2019 AI City
Challenge, which holds competition for vehicle Re-ID with
the CF-ReID dataset. As a supplement to our JDRN model,
we employed some additional techniques for the final submission. First, we design a “Merge and Decompress” algorithm for the video-based inference scheme according to
the additional tracking information of each image. As illustrated in Fig. 4, we first merge image features of the same
track in the gallery by average pooling. That is to say, a
video track is represented by only one summarized feature

In this paper, we introduce a Joint Domain Re-ID Network (JDRN) to utilize multiple labeled datasets for learning a robust feature representation for vehicle Re-ID. We
discover that simultaneously training different datasets often results in undesirable performance due to domain mismatch between datasets. To alleviate the impact of it, we
design a novel network architecture to disentangle domaininvariant and domain-specific information. The domaininvariant feature brings the knowledge of identifying vehicles in different domains together. As a result, a more
universal yet discriminative feature can be learned on multiple datasets using our JDRN. Extensive experiments on
VeRi and the recently introduced CityFlow-ReID daetasets
prove the effectiveness of our JDRN and performs favorably
against a number of state-of-the-arts.
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Figure 5: Visualization of Re-ID results on CF-ReID. We
visualize the rank-1 candidate suggested by the baseline
model trained only on CF-ReID (first row in Table 1) and
our final JDRN model. Images with green outlines represent correct matches, and those with red outlines are not.
The yellow boxes highlight the subtle detail that differentiate from correct matches.
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